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This paper presents a field study on using peer-based cooperative fitness tracking (PCFT) to promote workplace fitness. The social bonding achieved through a collective fitness goal and the sharing of fitness data between two co-workers has been explored as a motivational factor that can encourage physical activity. The study involved 10 dyads of co-workers in two groups (a distributed vs. a co-located group) based on their proximity at work. The effectiveness of the proposed PCFT was examined by comparing fitness data over a period of three weeks: the baseline week, the PCFT intervention week, and the post-intervention week. The proximity effects on PCFT were investigated by comparing the fitness data, goal commitment, and interview results between the two groups. The quantitative results showed that the physical activity of participants in the co-located group improved significantly after the PCFT intervention. The qualitative results suggested that PCFT may improve the awareness of being physically active, stimulate exchange of knowledge to support active lifestyles and facilitate including fitness breaks in the daily work routine. Based on these findings, we discuss design implications for the future development of the PCFT-based applications and their potential contribution to increased office vitality.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The rapid advance of office automation has substantially reduced physical demands while increasing the mental workload in many jobs. This transition has been closely associated with prolonged sedentary time and insufficient physical activity among workers, leading to higher risks of developing various chronic conditions, such as obesity, diabetes, and cardiovascular
diseases [50]. Increasingly, fitness tracking technologies (e.g., activity trackers) have been introduced into the work environment and in some cases they are now seen as office necessities. It is reported that 10,000 companies in the US provided activity trackers to their employees in 2014 [61]. Moreover, it is expected that more than 13 millions of these devices will be incorporated into workplace wellness programs by the end of 2018 [39]. Tracking and providing feedback on daily activities is beneficial for the engagement of individuals in physical mobility and an active lifestyle but it seems to be challenging to get users to adhere to using fitness tracking devices [7]. To facilitate the use of fitness tracking devices in everyday work, corporations have started to try various motivational strategies, such as short-term challenges [22], financial incentives [40], and social competitions [21].

Social interactions can play a crucial role in the adoption of fitness tracking and health improvement for office workers. For instance, it has been observed from workplace wellness programs that participants acquired collective fitness tracking behaviors as a result of collaboration on workouts with colleagues [14]. In fact, Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) and Computer-Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) researchers have investigated the effect of cooperation on fitness-promoting technologies in a variety of contexts. Ahtinen et al. [1] found that connecting with friends or family members with a similar fitness target could strengthen their motivation to engage in exercise. Munson et al. [44] suggested that having shared fitness goals and activity with friends over social media could support positive changes in health behavior. More recently, Chen et al. [11] indicated that having cooperative accountability with a strong tie could lead to improved fitness outcomes for chronically ill patients. Social dynamics for office workers are essential in promoting physical and psychological wellbeing [51]. Previous research has also indicated that sharing fitness data and setting a collective goal among office workers may support fitness tracking in the workplace [14]. Yet, no empirical evidence has actually demonstrated the effect of the cooperative mechanism in fitness promotion among office workers, which leads us to our first research question:

- **RQ1:** Does cooperative fitness tracking between co-workers improve the level of physical activity?

For cooperative fitness tracking, besides the social effects of peer bonding, we observe that the proximity between the co-workers in the office environment may also affect its outcome. In the CSCW community, the effects of distance have been extensively concerned with workplace technologies and many social practices [4,49]. For instance, an experiment by Bradner and Mark [5] showed that the likelihood of cooperation through communication technologies could be abandoned due to the increase of interpersonal distance. Similarly, Cummings and Kiesler [18] found that greater distance between team members could lead to lower cooperative performance. In our view, however, such classic CSCW narratives of distance effects and the way in which they influence technology-assisted workplace fitness promotion needs to be further explored. It is a worthy topic of study to understand the effects of physical proximity at work on cooperative fitness tracking in the office context. To this end, this study involves two types of co-workers, both those who are distributed and co-located (i.e. at the same site), to explore our second research question:

- **RQ2:** Does the physical proximity between co-workers influence their adoption of cooperative fitness tracking?

In this study, we propose a peer-based cooperative fitness tracking (PCFT) strategy for fitness promotion in the workplace. We conducted a field study to investigate its effectiveness...
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The study was carried out in three stages: a baseline week, a PCFT intervention week, and a post-intervention week. A fitness tracker named Mi-band [65] was used as a research tool to collect fitness data and implement the PCFT intervention. The aim of the comparison of the fitness data between the three stages was to evaluate the effectiveness of PCFT in promoting physical activity. For this study, we recruited participants who were from same or different offices. Based on the physical proximity between the dyads of participants, they were divided into the ‘distributed’ or the ‘co-located’ group. The comparison between the two groups examined the effects of the dyad’s proximity on the adoption of PCFT. In addition, we collected qualitative data in interviews in order to better understand the user experience with PCFT and identify the challenges involved in blending PCFT into a working routine. This paper makes the following contributions:

- Evidence that PCFT is effective in promoting physical activity for co-located co-workers.
- Design implications that leverage the peer-based cooperative strategy as a motivational factor for fitness promotion in the workplace.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Fitness Tracking for Office Workers

In the HCI and CSCW communities, research on fitness tracking technology for office workers has mainly focused on three aspects. The first is embedding sensors into the physical context to enrich fitness tracking in the workplace. For example, HealthSit is a pressure sensor mat that can be placed on an office chair to monitor an office worker’s sitting behaviors and provide casual exergames, which facilitate low-back stretch exercising during work breaks [55]. Limber is a DIY kit that contains various wearable sensor packs that are used to monitor the movement of different body parts in order to prevent office injuries [35]. Similarly, Tap-Kick-Click is a pair of smart shoes that tracks foot movements and facilitates foot-based interaction at a standing desk to improve standing postures [58].

The second focus is on integrating fitness tracking technology with the workplace health and wellness programs. This type of research provides deep insights into worker’s behavioral changes and subjective opinions with technology-assisted health programs in office settings. For instance, by analyzing data in the literature, Christophersen et al. [13] identified the idea that incentivized activity sharing in the company might actually be problematic for workers’ discipline and health goals. From observations of a workplace fitness campaign, Gorm and Shklovski [23] suggested that the privacy concerns of participants in relation to publishing daily steps increased over time. By combining interviews and surveys, Chung et al. [14] observed that it was challenging to employ tracking and fitness behaviors in a busy work schedule. Several studies also suggested that technology-assisted workplace health programs in their current forms may overburden the daily routine and thus create work stress [14,22,23].

The third strand of our research is to investigate motivational factors that are applicable in relation to fitness tracking technology for office workers. This is also the primary objective of this paper. Early studies have explored how to improve self-awareness and encourage spontaneous actions that enhance active lifestyles at both the individual and the social level. For instance, Houston uses the user’s walking history data to adjust the fitness goal and thus
improves adherence to the health intervention [15]. *UbiGarden* visualizes user’s fitness data with a digital metaphor of flowers to enhance motivation and engagement [17]. Similarly, *Breakaway* implements ambient feedback to encourage the user to move and reduce sedentary time [28]. Besides increasing self-awareness about being physically active, we also survey the social aspects of fitness tracking and relevant applications designed for office workers.

### 2.2 Social Features of Fitness Tracking Technologies

Most physical activities facilitate social interaction, but even with solo exercises such as walking or jogging, social bonding can motivate individuals to engage with these fitness activities. For instance, *Stickers for Steps* [42] is a fitness promotion application that links daily steps to virtual stickers and increases motivation by encouraging people to collect and exchange the stickers. *Jogging over a Distance* [39] is a co-exercise system that helps create a social experience of jogging together for partners who are geographically apart. The results suggested that such social support could enhance engagement with the exercise and increase the level of activity.

As suggested by [20,48], a variety of social interaction schemes can be employed within HCI that have persuasive design features, including social learning, social recognition, social facilitation, competition, and cooperation. The latter two strategies have been widely used by fitness tracking technologies, supporting users to compete or cooperate with others. It has been concluded that a healthy dose of competition when using fitness tracking technologies is effective in promoting physical activity. For instance, motion-based systems such as *Nintendo Wii* utilize game mechanisms to facilitate real-time competitions [47]. *Nike+* provides sports challenges (e.g., run 100 miles) and leaderboards on the social platform to encourage increased physical activity [46]. Furthermore, research applications such as *ShuttleKickers* [54] and *Kukini* [10] have investigated team-based competitions by facilitating groupings of users and team-level comparisons. However, excessive competition can produce adverse results [1,36,38]. This is why competition mechanics should be applied carefully, e.g., Foster et al. [21] proposed a friendly-competitive intervention to encourage physical activity among office workers.

Recently, a controlled field study by Chen and Pu [12] compared the competitive and cooperative mechanisms among people by using the *HealthyTogether* app. Their results revealed that cooperation was more efficient than competition in promoting physical activity. Thanks to bonding among team members, cooperative settings in social fitness applications can improve health outcomes as well as interpersonal relationships. For instance, *Fish’n’Steps* [36] uses the growth and emotional state of virtual pets to represent the daily activeness of a group of participants, which reinforces their awareness of being active. *Chick Clique* [63] generates a collective fitness result by averaging the steps of all team members and allows them to encourage each other by sending text messages. *Pass the Ball* [56] tracks one member’s activity at any one time in relation to the team score, which improves social interaction within the team.

It has been demonstrated that pre-existing social relationships between users can play a critical role in supporting cooperative fitness tracking. Lin et al. [36] identified the fact that anonymous cooperation did not help in improving exercise performance. Instead, according to Munson et al. [44], cooperative physical activities with online friends were able to catalyze support. Moreover, Chen et al. [11] discovered that people with chronic diseases were more motivated to adhere to a shared fitness target with people with whom they have a strong tie.
than with strangers. For office workers, social bonding between co-workers shows great potential when it comes to enhancing communication and collaboration [30]. In this study, we investigate using a cooperative mechanism for fitness tracking involving two co-workers.

### 2.3 The Effects of Proximity for Cooperative Bonding Between Co-Workers

In office settings, the proximity between co-workers may significantly affect their cooperation and social activities [57]. For instance, the physical presence of colleagues may increase the likelihood of interpersonal support, but too much communication may cause mental overload and is not always welcomed at work [32]. The research about the effects of distance on social activities can be traced back to the 1980s. Latané [33] argued that the degree of social interaction is negatively associated with interpersonal distance. Similarly, Kraut et al. [31] suggested that reducing interpersonal distance could increase communication among people engaged in cooperation. An experiment by Sensenig et al. [59] indicated that, even within one room, close proximity between players could enhance their team performance in a cooperative activity (the prisoner’s dilemma game).

Along with the development of CSCW, the effects of distance have been widely investigated for technology-mediated communication and workplace collaboration. A literature review by Olson and Olson [49] concluded that physical distance, together with factors such as available technology, affects users’ collaborative behaviors. Bradner and Mark’s experiment [5] tested the effects of distance on social interaction via video conferencing and instant messaging. Their results suggested that participants’ attitude to cooperation is negatively associated with interpersonal distance. Many previous studies also indicated the benefits of close proximity between co-workers in the working context. For instance, Allen [2] suggested that the frequency of communication would be increased when the physical distance between co-workers is less than 30 meters. Hawkey et al. [26] revealed that close proximity between co-workers could contribute to their enjoyment and effectiveness at work if they are engaged in co-located collaboration. Cameron and Webster [9] showed that face-to-face communication at work could offer richer social experience for office workers than using communication technologies. However, few studies have examined the effects of interpersonal proximity in the context of cooperative fitness promotion in the workplace.

Based on the findings from earlier work [12,16], our study design involved using the PCFT strategy to improve the level of physical activity of a dyad of co-workers by enabling them to set a collective fitness goal, track the fitness data, and share progress with each other. We also investigated the effects of their interpersonal distance at work for the adoption of PCFT. Next, we elaborate on our study design in some detail.

### 3 THE STUDY

This section describes the setup of the cooperative fitness tracking application and the research tool employed, as well as the study design used to evaluate the proposed social strategy, including the research hypotheses, the recruitment of participants, and the study procedure.

#### 3.1 Peer-Based Cooperative Fitness Tracking (PCFT)

Peer-based cooperative fitness tracking (PCFT) requires two paired co-workers. The core of PCFT is to utilize their social bonding and daily social interaction at work as a tool to promote...
mutual physical activities. Similar to [11,12,16], PCFT was designed with the following two main features.

- **A collective goal:** Each dyad could create a cooperative daily step goal that would be fulfilled by the summary of their steps. For example, if a user has made 5000 steps and the buddy has made 6000 steps, in total, they have completed 11000 steps, which is compared to their group goal, e.g., 15000 steps.

- **Data sharing:** For each dyad, one can check the other’s accomplished step data through the fitness tracking application at any time and initiate online interpersonal communication.

We used a fitness tracking device named *Xiaomi Mi-band* [65] and its app as the research tools to collect the fitness data and implement the PCFT intervention. Specifically, we provided each participant with a Mi-band (see Fig. 1(a)) to collect their daily step data. *Xiaomi Mi-band* is a smart activity-tracking wristband that is connected to a mobile application named Mi-fit. Here we used Mi-band because of its low cost (approx. €15 each compared to approx. €90 for a Fitbit wristband) and ease of maintenance (battery life approx. 30 days compared to approx. 7 days for Fitbit). Throughout the study, participants were asked to wear the Mi-band during waking hours for step tracking. Before the study, participants installed the Mi-fit app on their smartphone. In this study, the Mi-fit app only offers basic social functions supporting two features of PCFT, without introducing additional functions (e.g., hourly/daily notifications, virtual coach, etc.).

To implement PCFT, the dyad of participants need to set their collective goal in the mi-fit app first using the ‘set activity goal’ interface in Fig. 1(b). The collective fitness goal was decided based on consensus and could be adjusted at any time during the PCFT intervention. Then, the participants could check their own daily steps via the main interface (see Fig. 1(a)), and also their buddy’s daily steps on the ‘friend’ interface (see Fig. 1(c)). Moreover, within the Mi-fit app,
participants could send their buddy a simple system-generated message (a nudge), e.g., “it is time for us to take a walk”, as a hint to initiate social interaction related to the collective goal.

3.2 Research Hypotheses

We conducted a field study consisting of a baseline week, an intervention week, and a post-intervention week. PCFT was applied only in the intervention week. The comparison of daily step data over a period of three weeks was intended to verify whether the proposed PCFT strategy would improve the level of physical activity. Our first hypothesis is:

- **H01**: Participants’ daily steps in the PCFT intervention week will be greater than in the baseline and post-intervention week.

To explore the proximity effects on PCFT, the study recruited dyads with different degrees of proximity at work. The dyads who worked in the same office room were defined as a ‘co-located group’. The dyads who worked in the same building but in different office rooms were defined as a ‘distributed group’. The comparison of the set goals and the actual step data between the two groups was made to investigate the effects of distance between co-workers in terms of their adoption of the PCFT intervention. The second hypothesis is:

- **H02**: The co-located participants will adopt PCFT more than the distributed participants.

An additional aim of this study was to understand how PCFT might support physical activity among office workers and identify which factors affect the application of PCFT in the office settings.

3.3 Participants

We recruited participants by spreading information via word of mouth, taking a snowball sampling approach. Initially, we asked people we knew who had similar characteristics to our target subjects. We then asked them to pass the information to their social contacts. During recruiting, we screened study candidates based on the following criteria. First, we selected participants who regularly engaged in office-based work for at least 6 hours per day. Second, the selected participants in each dyad also worked in the same building. Third, we aimed to balance the features of subject between the distributed and the co-located groups. Fourth, we recruited participants who intended to engage in physical activity. This criterion was addressed by using the transtheoretical model (TTM) [53], which identifies an individual’s readiness for engaging in health-related behavior according to the following five stages: from pre-contemplation to contemplation, to preparation, to action, to maintenance. By asking them to fill in Physical Activity Questionnaire to Stage of Change [52], we excluded candidates at the pre-contemplation stage because they did not want to become physically more active over the next six months. Lastly, we excluded people who had physical complaints that might make it risky to perform physical activity during our study.

At the beginning of the experiment, 24 participants were recruited to participate without knowing about the goal of the study. They were also given the opportunity to withdraw at any
point. The selected participants were all university employees. Each dyad of participants had been co-workers for at least one year and had very good relationships in their leisure time. Two dyads of participants dropped out due to an unexpected work absence during the study. This paper therefore reports results from the 20 subjects (gender: 11 males and 9 females, age: M=28.6, SD=2.7, Min=26, Max=35), who completed the entire field study. Their characteristics are summarized in Table 1. We labeled the 10 participating dyads as P01, P02 ... P10 and the 20 subjects as S01, S02 ... S20.

Table 1. Participant characteristics and groupings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>dyad</th>
<th>subject</th>
<th>gender</th>
<th>TTM</th>
<th>dyad</th>
<th>subject</th>
<th>gender</th>
<th>TTM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P01</td>
<td>S01</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>contemplation</td>
<td>S06</td>
<td>S11</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>contemplation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S02</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>contemplation</td>
<td></td>
<td>S12</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>preparation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P02</td>
<td>S03</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>contemplation</td>
<td>P06</td>
<td>S13</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>maintenance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S04</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>maintenance</td>
<td></td>
<td>S14</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>maintenance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P03</td>
<td>S05</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>maintenance</td>
<td>P07</td>
<td>S15</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>contemplation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S06</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>maintenance</td>
<td></td>
<td>S16</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>contemplation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P04</td>
<td>S07</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>preparation</td>
<td>P08</td>
<td>S17</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>preparation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S08</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>contemplation</td>
<td></td>
<td>S18</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>maintenance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P05</td>
<td>S09</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>maintenance</td>
<td>P09</td>
<td>S19</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>maintenance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S10</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>maintenance</td>
<td></td>
<td>S20</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>maintenance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4 Procedure and Data Collection

The study was conducted during the Spring in the Netherlands. As shown in Fig. 2, the study was initiated by an introductory session to explain the procedure of the study without discussing the research hypotheses. Afterwards, each participant received a Mi-band wristband as well as instructions to set up the app on their smartphones. During the study, participants wore the wristband to track their physical activity. We collected participants’ daily step data over the three-week study period. In the intervention week, the cooperative step goals of the participants were recorded on a daily basis. Before the intervention week, we introduced the mechanism of PCFT to participants and enabled the PCFT features (collective goal setting and data sharing) of the Mi-fit app. In the post-intervention week, the PCFT features were disabled so the Mi-fit app worked the same as in the baseline week.

![Fig. 2. A visualization of overall study procedure.](image-url)
At the conclusion of every study week, we conducted an interview with each dyad separately. The interviews followed a pre-set protocol and included open-ended questions about the fitness tracking and its influence on participants’ physical activity. First, we asked the participants to interpret their activity data by asking the questions such as “Could you look at your step data and explain what physical activities were related to these data?” We then asked them to elaborate on their experience with fitness tracking in the past week, with questions such as “Could you please share some stories about your experiences related to the fitness-tracking in the past week?” We also asked the participants to explain some interesting statements that emerged during the interview. All interview sessions were audio-taped and transcribed later for qualitative analysis.

4 FINDINGS

4.1 Quantitative Analysis

Analyses of the quantitative data were conducted using SPSS software, and the results were examined to validate our two research hypotheses. First, distributions were confirmed as not significantly different from the normality (Shapiro-Wilk test $p > 0.05$). Then a two-way mixed ANOVA was conducted to examine the effects of the PCFT intervention and differing degrees of proximity as well as their interaction. When sphericity could not be assumed, degrees of freedom were adjusted. Where ANOVA was significant, post-hoc analyses were conducted using Bonferroni correction for pairwise comparisons. We analyzed goal commitment to demonstrate the adoption of PCFT. Descriptive analyses were conducted to explore the difference between the co-located and the distributed groups regarding goal setting, compliance, and fulfillment during the intervention week.

![Fig. 3. Participants’ daily fitness data and improvements across the three study weeks.](image)

4.1.1 The improvement of fitness behaviors

We calculated the mean daily steps made by each participant in the baseline, the intervention, and the post-intervention week respectively for the comparative analysis. An increased number of daily steps indicates an improvement in fitness behaviors. Fig. 3(a) shows the changes in the numbers of participants’ daily steps across the three study weeks. Compared to the baseline week ($M=7301$, $SE=586$), daily steps during the intervention week ($M=7996$, $SE=565$) increased by 9.5% and then returned to 7213 ($SE=502$) in the post-intervention week. For the distributed group, the averages of their daily steps were 7184 ($SE=829$) in the baseline week, 6743 ($SE=799$) in the intervention week, and 6417 ($SE=710$) in the post-intervention week. For the co-located group, daily steps in the intervention week ($M=9249$, $SE=799$) improved greatly compared to the post-intervention week ($M=8010$, $SE=710$), and the baseline week ($M=7418$, $SE=829$). Fig. 3(b) shows that most participants in the co-located group clearly improved their daily steps during
the intervention week. In contrast, the fitness performance of participants from the distributed group varied fitness.

To understand the effects of the PCFT intervention and interpersonal proximity in promoting physical activity, we compared participants’ step data across the three weeks between the two groups. A two-way mixed ANOVA was conducted with the study week (baseline, intervention, post-intervention) as a within-subjects factor and the proximity of a dyad (co-located vs. distributed) as an independent factor. The analysis revealed that the PCFT intervention had a significant effect on participants’ daily steps, $F(2, 36) = 3.463, p < 0.05$, and that proximity affected the PCFT intervention, $F(2, 36) = 6.143, p < 0.01$.

As shown in Table 2, the post-hoc tests with Bonferroni corrections showed that the co-located dyads increased their physical activity significantly with the PCFT intervention compared to the baseline ($p = 0.001$) and the post-study period ($p = 0.026$). No significant differences were found regarding physical activity for the distributed dyads among the three study weeks. In the intervention week with PCFT, the comparison of step data between the two groups revealed that the co-located dyads engaged in significantly more physical activity than the distributed dyads ($p = 0.040$).

4.1.2 The fitness goal commitment

During the intervention week, participants set their collective fitness goals, which ranged from 8000 to 18000 steps per dyad on a daily basis, with a mean of 14100 ($SE=1149.30$). The average fitness goal for dyads in the distributed group was 13200 ($SE=1462.87$) steps. The fitness goals in the co-located group were slightly higher at 15000 ($SE=1843.91$) steps per day. This indicated that dyads working in the same office tended to set higher fitness goals with PCFT.

To examine participants’ adherence to their goals during the study, and similar to previous studies [11,37], the frequency of goal compliance and goal fulfillment rate were used as two indices for comparison. We calculated goal compliance by counting how many days a dyad reached their pledged steps for that day, and goal fulfillment rate by the dividing the total steps taken by a dyad (dividend) by their collective goal (divisor) by their collective goal (divisor) for that day.

Fig. 4 shows that in general our participants achieved their cooperative fitness goal 4.1 days out of 7 ($SE=0.48$, Min=1, Max=6), and their average goal fulfillment rate was 115%, $SE=0.05$, Min=70%, Max=151%. Fig. 4(a) shows that there were four dyads in the co-located group (P06, P07, P08, P09) which achieved their collective goals on more than four days in the intervention week. In contrast, only two of the distributed dyads (P02, P05) achieved this. As shown in Fig. 4(b), the goal fulfillment rate of four co-located dyads (P06, P07, P08, P09) was above the mean rate of 115%, whereas only one dyad (P5) from the distributed group achieved the fitness goal to
a similar extent. These results suggest that the co-located co-workers achieved their fitness goals more frequently and at a higher fulfillment level than the distributed group.

![Graph](image)

**Fig. 4.** Each participating dyad’s (a) frequency of achieving the collective goal and (b) Mean and SE of the goal fulfillment rate (%) in the intervention week.

### 4.1.3 Summary

A 3 x 2 ANOVA of participants’ daily steps throughout the study period confirmed our first research hypothesis that PCFT can effectively enhance physical activity. This effect was particularly reflected in the significantly increased number of daily steps taken by the co-located group in the intervention week. The comparison between the co-located and distributed groups confirmed our second hypothesis about the positive effect of proximity in supporting the adoption of the PCFT strategy to promote physical activity. Furthermore, the results in relation to the goal commitment indicated that the co-located dyads tended to set higher collective goals, be more motivated to reach these goals, and achieve a higher fulfillment rate than the distributed dyads. To summarize, these quantitative findings suggest that cooperative fitness tracking between two co-workers can promote physical activity, and that close physical proximity at work can facilitate their adherence to the cooperative fitness tracking regime and improving their fitness performance.

### 4.2 Qualitative Analysis

We analyzed the interview data to understand how PCFT supported the co-workers’ physical activity and what influenced their adoption of PCFT. We imported all of the interview transcripts into NVivo software and conducted a thematic analysis [6]. To begin with, segmentation of the transcripts was transformed into quote statements and labeled. The labeled statements were then measured using inductive coding to identify recurring clusters with emergent themes [62]. After the qualitative analysis, 291 selected quotes were categorized under two main themes: the benefits of PCFT for fitness promotion, and the challenges related to adopting PCFT in the workplace.

#### 4.2.1 Benefits of PCFT

The quantitative analyses show that the PCFT intervention can effectively improve the physical activity of the co-workers working in the same office. The interview responses suggest that the PCFT enables a new form of social bonding between two co-workers that extends beyond their existing colleagueship. And this cooperative relationship provides the impetus for their fitness performance.
tracking and physical activity. Most participants experienced the PCFT intervention week as positive and reported a frequent knowledge exchange and sharing of experiences with their buddies during work breaks. We elaborate on these findings below, highlighting three aspects.

**PCFT facilitated social bonding, which helped to increase physical activity.** Although PCFT did not have a decisive impact on the achieving goals, the interview data suggest that PCFT was effective in helping co-workers to establish and maintain a cooperative relationship, which promoted physical activity. Such social incentives improved participants' awareness of fitness tracking and motivated them to contribute to their team fitness goal. Most participants said that they were more likely to check their fitness data during the PCFT week due to curiosity about their buddy’s progress. They also reported a strong sense of responsibility for accomplishing the fitness goal, not only for themselves, but also for the collective goal. For instance, one participant (S15) intentionally increased his daily steps to compensate for the unexpected physical injury of his buddy: “From the baseline, we know we took 5000 steps each, and we are eager to get to 16000 steps together. But this week his foot is not that good, so I am the one who is taking more of the load.” Although sharing personal data inevitably invited comparisons between the paired partners, none of the participants mentioned that the PCFT had led to an interpersonal competition. Instead, we observed that such comparisons were a motivational factor for improving the level of activity. As S09 said: “His step data was often higher than mine. For me, this is something that can push me to walk more to make a bigger contribution to our goal.” By setting fitness goals together and sharing fitness data with each other in a timely fashion, the PCFT tended to make participants more likely to regard their personal improvement as contributing to team performance rather than achieving competitive advantage. For instance, some participants mentioned that “we were working as a team with the same goal” (S08) and “I was more interested in our overall performance” (S10).

**PCFT stimulated exchange of knowledge about fitness and health.** The cooperative fitness tracking also brought fitness-related topics into daily conversations in the workplace. For instance, S13 stated that “during work breaks, we seemed to talk more about fitness activities than about work.” Many participants mentioned they often exchanged exercise experience and fitness knowledge with their PCFT buddy in addition to checking each other’s fitness data. For instance, “We begin our talk by asking about each other’s progress, then everything would be about how to keep fit” (S15), “I often asked him what he did yesterday to achieve that larger number of steps” (S19). They felt that such frequent discussions improved their awareness of fitness and health. More importantly, some participants believed that such an exchange of knowledge would be beneficial in terms of adjusting their lifestyle in a healthy direction. For instance, S05, a sports enthusiast, told us he often shared fitness tips with his PCFT buddy, e.g., “long hours jogging might hurt your knees, so you’d better train your upper leg muscle to protect them.”

**PCFT turned a coffee break into a fitness break.** In the PCFT intervention week, some participants reported a big change in their work breaks. Instead of having a chat or getting a coffee, they tended to take a walk or to do some casual exercises. Coffee breaks seemed to become fitness breaks at work. Specifically, most participants indicated that they were triggered to invite their PCFT buddy to exercise together, e.g., taking a walk during work breaks or a jog after work. As they stated: “in work breaks, we often went out for a walk instead of drinking
coffee. Walking together during breaks rarely happened before [PCFT week]” (S07), “I feel more comfortable now asking my colleague ‘do you want to go for a walk’, as I knew she was up to that” (S14). “In this week [PCFT], we went to the gym together three times after work. It’s very natural to ask him to join me” (S16). According to our participants, doing light-intensity physical activity together (mainly walking in this case) during breaks was “more efficient for reaching the goal” (S11) and “beneficial to the social relationship” (S16). In addition, the participants also suggested that when paired partners shared the same work routine or work location, this created more opportunities for them to have a fitness break together. For instance, S19 stated: “On Tuesday I was working with him (S20), and before the lunch-break, he said like oh yeah, we have to reach our goal today so let’s have a walk now outside. So, instead of getting a sandwich in the cafeteria, we went to another building to meet our target for steps.” On the other hand, it was challenging for the distributed co-workers to adopt PCFT. This is in line with our quantitative findings that the PCFT intervention only significantly increases daily steps when dyads are co-located.

### 4.2.2 Challenges to adopt PCFT in the workplace

In this study, PCFT was developed on the basis of peer-based cooperative mechanisms. The quantitative results showed that the proximity between two co-workers influenced their fitness outcomes with PCFT (co-located vs. distributed group). According to our interview data, we further identified three main challenges for the adoption of PCFT. We suggest that these challenges should be addressed to better leverage PCFT for workplace fitness promotion.

**The greater the distance at work, the lower the frequency of fitness breaks together.** The participants from the co-located group mentioned that frequent social encounters in the office played a key role in taking a fitness break together at work. As S17 explained: “When we saw each other were less busy, we often asked each other to get a coffee and take a walk by the way, and it happened several times during the day.” By contrast, for the participants in the distributed group, they mentioned that it was not always easy to get together for such ‘unplanned’ social activities, as it was impossible to keep track of each other’s availability. This could be one reason why the co-located group achieved greater fitness improvement as well as higher goal compliance and fulfillment rate than the distributed group. Although paired partners can always be reached by the Mi-fit app, greater distance at work still adds to the difficulty of communication between the partners, reducing the frequency of fitness breaks. The presence of the buddy in the same workplace (the same office room) tends to facilitate common social and physical activities. This is why the first challenge when addressing adopting PCFT might be how to reduce the effects of distance and how to how to support the presence of a buddy.

**Walking, talking, and inviting, not texting with the app.** In the study, we used the Mi-fit app to support the PCFT intervention. Besides tracking the fitness data, the Mi-fit app also allows the participants to get in touch with their buddy by sending a ‘nudging’ message. According to our participants, their motivation to use the app for inviting or reminding their buddy to exercise decreased over time. For instance, S09 mentioned: “The first two days we used the app to keep in contact, but it was less afterwards.” In contrast, most participants said they would rather “drop by their buddy’s office” (S02) and “talk with them in person.” (S05). As S10 mentioned: “I prefer to go to his office and ask him to take a walk, although sometimes he was busy with work and couldn’t join me, but at least, I was walking instead of texting.” As a result,
the participants in the distributed group mostly took care of their own fitness with little communication: “The last two days I just did my part without thinking about my colleague’s progress” (S04). Co-located participants felt it was more convenient (S20) and efficient (S15) to discuss the fitness tracking in person than by using the app. These findings suggest that in the co-located group, face-to-face interaction compensated for the limited interaction feature of the app. This also explained why the distributed dyads’ intervention adoption and fitness improvement levels were lower than those of the co-located dyads.

The same goal, but a different daily routine. The interview also suggested that a low consistency between the daily routine of paired co-workers might lead to weak bonding for cooperative fitness at work. Some participants described the experience that they tended to ignore the cooperation on fitness tracking when it conflicted with their personal workflow: ‘If we are working on the same project, it will be easier for us to cooperate on fitness tracking, but sometimes when we work on our own project, the different working time makes it hard to stick to the cooperation’ (S08). Additionally, some participants also expressed not only the difference in work routine, but also to the fact that social patterns after work influence cooperative fitness tracking. For instance, some paired participants mentioned that they have a very different life after work, which made it impossible for them to exercise together after work. For instance, S03 mentioned: “We have a totally different lifestyle after work, so it’s too hard to exercise together after work”, and S13 mentioned “One day she (S14) asked me to go to the gym with her after work, but I needed to go home to cook for my family on that day, so I couldn’t join her.” They felt that the difference between their daily routines weakened the effects of PCFT to some extent.

5 DISCUSSION

Cooperative fitness tracking has been studied in the context of various social relationships, such as strong ties [11], strangers [45], and online social networks [44]. The social bonding between co-workers can be harnessed to develop a cooperative fitness tracking in the workplace [14]. In CSCW, it has been proven that interpersonal distance at work can influence the frequency of communication [2], stressing the effectiveness of collaboration [26], and shared social experience [9]. This paper reports on an empirical study that investigated a peer-based cooperative fitness tracking (PCFT) between co-workers designed to promote workplace fitness and the effects of physical proximity at work on the adoption of PCFT. Comparative analyses of participants’ fitness data between the baseline, the intervention, and the post-intervention weeks revealed that the proposed PCFT strategy was effective in improving physical activity. There were better results among the co-located co-workers when it came to fitness-related behavior and goal fulfillment than those distributed across different offices. Our results are consistent with earlier work that indicated the benefits of cooperation for promoting fitness behaviors [12,36,63]. Furthermore, this study provides research evidence that close physical proximity at work could play a significant role in encouraging the uptake of cooperative fitness applications by office workers.

The qualitative results from the interviews indicate that the proposed PCFT may contribute to workplace fitness promotion in three ways. First, PCFT could help to establish and maintain a cooperative relationship between co-workers, which in turn would encourage office workers to become physically more active. Second, PCFT could stimulate the exchange of knowledge related to fitness and health among office workers. Third, PCFT could increase the frequency of
work breaks and transform a typical coffee break into a more physically active fitness break. This study also revealed several challenges with the current setup of PCFT. Especially when users are distributed across different workplaces and have very different work routines, it might be hard to form a solid cooperative relationship as the basis for PCFT. This is in line with findings from earlier CSCW studies that distance at work affects cooperative work. According to Olson and Olson [49], the negative effects of distance for cooperation can be mitigated by including effective social interaction design in the collaboration technology. Based on our findings (both from the quantitative and the qualitative analyses), we propose a set of design implications to help HCI and CSCW researchers, designers and practitioners better leverage PCFT for workplace fitness promotion in future.

5.1 Design Implications

5.1.1 Incorporate social game mechanics into PCFT to enrich fitness breaks
Our results revealed that people working closely together could meet their collective fitness target more easily due to an increase in the number of work breaks. They tended to incorporate some physical activity into their work breaks. For instance, S19 and S20 often walked to the canteen in another building for lunch; S17 and S18 intentionally walked to a coffee machine farther away so that they could walk a little longer. The current PCFT only supports goal setting, tracking, and sharing of fitness data. Its cooperative mechanism is very simple: it invites the two members of the team to contribute to a pre-set common fitness goal. Although this mechanism may serve as a social incentive for cooperative action, it does not suggest, provide, or assist any cooperative physical activity for fitness breaks. Thus, most of the activity during fitness breaks was limited to walking.

The responses in the interviews suggest that PCFT should introduce more cooperative mechanisms designed to enrich fitness activities during work breaks. For example, some participants suggested embedding game mechanics into PCFT: “It would be nice if this fitness tracking technology could also facilitate some relaxing fitness games with colleagues” (S15). Some game-like challenges and rewards could be embedded into the PCFT-based system to enhance co-located collaborative fitness. One example proposed by Cambo et al. [8] involves encouraging office workers to walk to different locations during work breaks to collect virtual badges. Because office workers prioritized productivity at work, it was felt that collaborative fitness activities or games should add as little burden as possible [14]. Therefore, lightweight collaborative fitness games or activities should be designed and the form of these activities should be well-integrated into the office context.

5.1.2 Support social presence in the PCFT cooperation relationship
Studies on social presence theories have shown that rich social cues (e.g., eye contact, posture, dress, and nonverbal cues) during face-to-face communication can greatly enhance intimacy between collaborators [60]. Similarly, in this study, we also observed the positive effects of the face-to-face communication among co-located participants, which actively contributed to PCFT’s effectiveness. Based on this finding, we suggest taking the advantages of co-located office workers’ proximity into account when introducing PCFT and designing technologies to facilitate social interactions based on their routine overlap. Some forms of notifications could be implemented in PCFT to stimulate co-located social encounters, in which fitness initiatives can be facilitated. For instance, informing users when their buddy is nearby and/or available for a
fitness break. Seeing cues on each other’s Mi-band might be a simple but direct way to prompt interaction.

For distributed users, we suggest improving awareness of collaboration and enhancing social bonding by making the collective fitness data and goal more visible through ambient displays or peripheral interaction [3]. For example, visualizing the contribution of the cooperative buddy to the fitness goal in the system tray of computers or by the ambient display. Besides fitness tracking and sharing, the PCFT-based application may also need to reduce the effort involved and enrich social cues for remote communication. For instance, developing a PCFT-plugin for office software [41] or a glanceable display for mobile applications [19,24] that presents casual social interactions to enable the paired co-workers to get in touch without disturbing their workflow. Vetere et al. [64] presented several wearable concepts that leverage tactile feedback to support remote interpersonal interactions. Similar features could be developed to support stronger bonding for the distributed PCFT.

5.1.3 Fit the PCFT mechanism into the work routine
According to Jackson [27], routine patterns drive many of our decisions, regardless of the perceived benefits and wish to achieve target behaviors. It has also been shown that daily routine could serve as a means of intervention to shape behavioral change [25]. Previous studies have demonstrated that fitness tracking technologies should fit into personal daily routines [34]. In this paper, PCFT worked by encouraging two co-workers to bond to achieve a collaborative fitness goal. The study revealed that the feasibility of PCFT was not only related to a personal routine, but also to routine consistency between co-workers. The conflict between fitness cooperation and work flow means that PCFT can easily fail. To tackle this issue, ‘intelligent’ pairing might be applied before setting up cooperative fitness tracking between co-workers, e.g., by analyzing their routine overlap and proximity at work, in order to optimize the feasibility of the intervention [34].

From this study, we found that most participants liked PCFT as an incentive for their collaborative relationships at work, but some of them expressed the view that it was no longer necessary to track their data after work. The boundary between private life and work is an important aspect that must be addressed when designing information technology for office workers. Both earlier work [14,22] and our study involved investigating office workers’ fitness tracking practices without separating the work and non-work time. However, our findings suggest that the PCFT and related physical activity should be closely linked to the working routines. For example, peer-based fitness bonding can be selectively enabled or disabled in non-work time, such as after-work hours and weekends. Moreover, based on [1,11,44], we suggest PCFT can also be applied beyond the workplace context. For instance, outside of work, users could engage in cooperative fitness tracking with their family members, friends, online social networks, etc.

5.2 Limitations and Future Work
This was an exploratory study to investigate whether and how the proposed PCFT could encourage physical activity among office workers, as well as understand how physical proximity at work influences the application of PCFT. The findings from our study may need to be cautiously interpreted due to the following limitations. First, the study was conducted in a specific office setting over a relatively short period, which might not be adequate to prove the systemic behavior change in the long-term [29]. Second, as this study focused on a peer-based
cooperative strategy as a motivational factor for fitness tracking, the online social interaction implemented in the Mi-fit app was relatively simple. Future work could focus on implementing the design implications reported here into a new PCFT application and investigating its potential in workplace fitness promotion by undertaking longitudinal studies.

6 CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents a field study on using cooperative fitness tracking between two co-workers to promote physical activity in the workplace. The proposed PCFT strategy was implemented via a mobile application (Mi-fit) accompanied by an activity tracker (Mi-band) in two ways. First, each dyad of co-workers set a collective goal for daily fitness. Second, the Mi-fit app enabled a social connection so that co-workers could share activity records and interact with each other. The effectiveness of PCFT was examined by comparing the step data between a baseline week, an intervention week, and a post-intervention week. The study also investigated the effects of physical proximity between co-workers at work on the adoption of PCFT. Our quantitative findings show that the PCFT intervention is effective in improving physical activity for the co-located participants, as their step data in the PCFT intervention week were significantly higher than the baseline and post-intervention weeks. The qualitative findings suggest that PCFT could improve participants’ awareness of being physically active, stimulate exchange of knowledge to support active lifestyles and facilitate fitness breaks in the work routine. Based on these results, we further suggest that future PCFT-based fitness applications could be designed to incorporate social game mechanics as well as support social presence to enhance cooperative bonding and fit better into the work routine of the paired PCFT team.
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